



















On the Chinese“Socialistic Market Economy”in the 
Information Oriented Society
Ichiro TAGOSHIMA
First of all, this paper pointed out that the importance of the present Chinese thought and that
historical progress, relations to the strategies of US and Japan, also it is investigated and discussed
roughly on media-surroundings such as communication and broadcasting in China and on its
significant situation. Second, Chinese policy adopted the“socialistic market economy”and its issues
are investigated and analyzed. Third, it is discussed that the natural environment should be the
inevitable significant issues in future especially in China.
The endeavor of realizing the new society in which intend to“socialistic market economy”may
be understand as a magnificent experiment in 21th century.  And the result should give the big
influences to east Asia and to Japan.   
It is discussed in the paper on“Information/Media and Environment”in China in that point of
view.
2003年11月26日受理＊東京情報大学総合情報学部　客員教授
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